ORE Core Meeting

12:15 – 12:50pm
Informal lunch gathering (on your own, but can sit together):
Chicago Burger Company, Sheraton Hotel (next to Loews), 301 East North Water Street

1:00 – 1:30pm
Updates
Welcome and guest introductions (15 minutes)
- Raj C. Shah, MD ORE CORE STEERING COMMITTEE CHAIR, RUSH UNIVERSITY
NAPA update panel (NIA with ADEAR, ACL, CDC) (15 minutes)
- Nina Silverberg, PhD ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, ADC PROGRAM, NIA/NIH
- Jennifer Watson, MA ADEAR PROJECT OFFICER, NIA/NIH
- Amy Wiatr-Rodriguez, MSW AGING SERVICES PROGRAM SPECIALIST, ADMINISTRATION ON AGING

1:30 – 2:30
Panels on topics in outreach, recruitment, education
Collaboration on outreach and education with other networks in aging research — overview with 10-minute Q&A (30 minutes)
- Sanjay Asthana, MD, FRCP DIRECTOR, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
- Ken Hepburn, PhD ORE CORE LEADER, EMORY UNIVERSITY
- Jason Karlawish, MD ORE CORE LEADER, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
Underrepresented in research recruitment — panel with 10-minute Q&A (30 minutes)
- Stephanie Monroe, JD AFRICAN AMERICAN NETWORK AGAINST ALZHEIMER’S
- Keith Fargo, PhD ALZHEIMERS ASSOCIATION
- Monica Parker, MD EMORY UNIVERSITY
- Myrtis Spencer, BA WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
- Judith Neugroschl, MD ORE CORE CO-LEADER, MOUNT SINAI

2:30 – 3:00
COFFEE BREAK with opportunity to talk with volunteer advocacy groups

3:00 – 4:20
Breakouts
Breakout 1: Collaboration with other networks in aging research (40 minutes)
Breakout 2: Underrepresented in outreach, recruitment, or education (40 minutes)

4:20 – 5:00
Concluding announcements
Research Training Core update (10 minutes)
- Nina Silverberg, PhD
Administrator update (15 minutes)
- Krysta Moulder, PhD ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR, WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY IN ST. LOUIS
Rapid feedback, announcement of new Steering Committee members, conclusion (15 minutes)
- Raj C. Shah, MD

5:00
Adjourn

7:00pm
ORE Core Leaders’ dinner: Volare, 201 E. Grand Avenue